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1 Modified from http://www.cwrl.utexas.edu/~davis/crs/309/storyboarding.htm 
 

Storyboards 
Please complete this form for EACH PAGE of your Website and EACH PAGE/SCREEN of your mobile app.  
Each should have a minimum of five (5) internal pages/screens for a total of ten (10). Do not worry if you 
think you will change your mind about your site.  This is just a starting point!  You will very likely revise 
as you go along. 
 

Storyboard Form  

Your Name: Tiffany Donnelly 

Page Title: Landing Page File Name: 1landing 

 
Description of Copy Text 
(What the text will 
accomplish on this page?) 

There will be information about the games features, titles to go with it, 
log in and password, forgot password, register button 

Links on the Page: 
Login button – Register button – Links to legal items like privacy/terms of 
use/etc. 

User Interaction (Navigating 
only or navigating plus 
opportunity to contribute?) 

No navigation on this page, must be logged in  

Graphical Elements/Images 
(Description plus file name) 

The background will be a landscape, logo will be large at the top, images 
to represent game will be in the copy text about features, random image 
of an animal will appear with images of items/materials in the game to 
show off art 

Color Specs: Will have green/off-white/yellow coloring throughout the website 

Font Specs:  
Specific font is undecided but will be a sans-serif fontface, bold titles and 
regular text body. Maybe Verdana or something similar 

After providing the above information, provide a sketch of the page. 

 



 



Storyboards 
Please complete this form for EACH PAGE of your Website and EACH PAGE/SCREEN of your mobile app.  
Each should have a minimum of five (5) internal pages/screens for a total of ten (10). Do not worry if you 
think you will change your mind about your site.  This is just a starting point!  You will very likely revise 
as you go along. 
 

Storyboard Form  

Your Name: Tiffany Donnelly 

Page Title: Login Landing Page File Name: 2loginlanding 

 
Description of Copy Text 
(What the text will 
accomplish on this page?) 

Navigation at the top(Home, Account Settings, World/Shops, Community 
Forums – Username and ID with logout button drop down – Account 
Money – Notification, Invetory, Message buttons – Side Menu with user 
avatar, and ingame weather icons under. Public chatbox  
Main content will have notifications that need to be taken care of, 
rotating news with last few news posts, and a table with recent 
fixes/updates 

Links on the Page: Links to news updates, Navigation links, Chat Links,  

User Interaction (Navigating 
only or navigating plus 
opportunity to contribute?) 

Navigating, chatting in chat box  

Graphical Elements/Images 
(Description plus file name) 

News post will have an image to go with it to go into the rotating card, 
background will be same as first landing page 

Color Specs: Will have green/off-white/yellow coloring throughout the website 

Font Specs:  
Specific font is undecided but will be a sans-serif fontface, bold titles and 
regular text body. Maybe Verdana or something similar 

After providing the above information, provide a sketch of the page. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Storyboards 
Please complete this form for EACH PAGE of your Website and EACH PAGE/SCREEN of your mobile app.  
Each should have a minimum of five (5) internal pages/screens for a total of ten (10). Do not worry if you 
think you will change your mind about your site.  This is just a starting point!  You will very likely revise 
as you go along. 
 

Storyboard Form  

Your Name: Tiffany Donnelly 

Page Title: Homepage File Name: 3homepage 

 
Description of Copy Text 
(What the text will 
accomplish on this page?) 

Will display same sidebar/navigation as previous pages – Will feature 
account items like the barns/kennels/fields and tables showing what 
animals/crops are inside of them 

Links on the Page: Links to view individual animals/barns/fields/etc.  

User Interaction (Navigating 
only or navigating plus 
opportunity to contribute?) 

Chatbox – navigate to other pages and induvial account specific 
animals/buildings  

Graphical Elements/Images 
(Description plus file name) 

Will have bars to indicate animal/crop health or progress  

Color Specs: Will have green/off-white/yellow coloring throughout the website 

Font Specs:  
Specific font is undecided but will be a sans-serif fontface, bold titles and 
regular text body. Maybe Verdana or something similar 

After providing the above information, provide a sketch of the page. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Storyboards 
Please complete this form for EACH PAGE of your Website and EACH PAGE/SCREEN of your mobile app.  
Each should have a minimum of five (5) internal pages/screens for a total of ten (10). Do not worry if you 
think you will change your mind about your site.  This is just a starting point!  You will very likely revise 
as you go along. 
 

Storyboard Form  

Your Name: Tiffany Donnelly 

Page Title: World Page File Name: 4worldpage 

 
Description of Copy Text 
(What the text will 
accomplish on this page?) 

Will display same sidebar/navigation as previous pages – will have images 
for shops  - shop name and description of what they sell 

Links on the Page: Link to each shop and same navigation as previous pages 

User Interaction (Navigating 
only or navigating plus 
opportunity to contribute?) 

Chatbox – navigate to other pages and different shops  

Graphical Elements/Images 
(Description plus file name) 

Will have images to represent each shop  

Color Specs: Will have green/off-white/yellow coloring throughout the website 

Font Specs:  
Specific font is undecided but will be a sans-serif fontface, bold titles and 
regular text body. Maybe Verdana or something similar 

After providing the above information, provide a sketch of the page. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Storyboards 
Please complete this form for EACH PAGE of your Website and EACH PAGE/SCREEN of your mobile app.  
Each should have a minimum of five (5) internal pages/screens for a total of ten (10). Do not worry if you 
think you will change your mind about your site.  This is just a starting point!  You will very likely revise 
as you go along. 
 

Storyboard Form  

Your Name: Tiffany Donnelly 

Page Title: Shop Page File Name: 5shoppage 

 
Description of Copy Text 
(What the text will 
accomplish on this page?) 

Will display same sidebar/navigation as previous pages – will have names 
and descriptions of items that particular shop sells  

Links on the Page: 
Links to purchase items, clicking on one will bring up a menu to purchase 
an entered number of the item 

User Interaction (Navigating 
only or navigating plus 
opportunity to contribute?) 

Chatbox, navigation and choosing number of items to purchase 

Graphical Elements/Images 
(Description plus file name) 

Will have images for each individual item/material that can be purchased  

Color Specs: Will have green/off-white/yellow coloring throughout the website 

Font Specs:  
Specific font is undecided but will be a sans-serif fontface, bold titles and 
regular text body. Maybe Verdana or something similar 

After providing the above information, provide a sketch of the page. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Storyboards 
Please complete this form for EACH PAGE of your Website and EACH PAGE/SCREEN of your mobile app.  
Each should have a minimum of five (5) internal pages/screens for a total of ten (10). Do not worry if you 
think you will change your mind about your site.  This is just a starting point!  You will very likely revise 
as you go along. 
 

Storyboard Form  

Your Name: Tiffany Donnelly 

Page Title: Landing Page File Name: 1landing 

 
Description of Copy Text 
(What the text will 
accomplish on this page?) 

There will be information about the games features, titles to go with it, 
log in and password, forgot password, register button 

Links on the Page: Login button – Register button 

User Interaction (Navigating 
only or navigating plus 
opportunity to contribute?) 

No navigation on this page, must be logged in  

Graphical Elements/Images 
(Description plus file name) 

The background will be a landscape, logo will be large at the top, images 
to represent game will be in the copy text about features, random image 
of an animal will appear with images of items/materials in the game to 
show off art 

Color Specs: Will have green/off-white/yellow coloring throughout the website 

Font Specs:  
Specific font is undecided but will be a sans-serif fontface, bold titles and 
regular text body. Maybe Verdana or something similar 

After providing the above information, provide a sketch of the page. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Storyboards 
Please complete this form for EACH PAGE of your Website and EACH PAGE/SCREEN of your mobile app.  
Each should have a minimum of five (5) internal pages/screens for a total of ten (10). Do not worry if you 
think you will change your mind about your site.  This is just a starting point!  You will very likely revise 
as you go along. 
 

Storyboard Form  

Your Name: Tiffany Donnelly 

Page Title: Login Landing Page File Name: 2loginlanding 

 
Description of Copy Text 
(What the text will 
accomplish on this page?) 

Will have same content as login landing page for web  but side menu and 
navigation will be pug into a hamburger menu that can be opened as 
needed  

Links on the Page: Links to news updates, Navigation links, Chat Links,  

User Interaction (Navigating 
only or navigating plus 
opportunity to contribute?) 

Navigating,  

Graphical Elements/Images 
(Description plus file name) 

News post will have an image to go with it to go into the rotating card, 
background will be same as first landing page 

Color Specs: Will have green/off-white/yellow coloring throughout the website 

Font Specs:  
Specific font is undecided but will be a sans-serif fontface, bold titles and 
regular text body. Maybe Verdana or something similar 

After providing the above information, provide a sketch of the page. 

 



 



 



Storyboards 
Please complete this form for EACH PAGE of your Website and EACH PAGE/SCREEN of your mobile app.  
Each should have a minimum of five (5) internal pages/screens for a total of ten (10). Do not worry if you 
think you will change your mind about your site.  This is just a starting point!  You will very likely revise 
as you go along. 
 

Storyboard Form  

Your Name: Tiffany Donnelly 

Page Title: World Page File Name: 4worldpage 

 
Description of Copy Text 
(What the text will 
accomplish on this page?) 

Will display same sidebar/navigation as previous pages – will have images 
for shops  - shop name and description of what they sell 

Links on the Page: Link to each shop and same navigation as previous pages 

User Interaction (Navigating 
only or navigating plus 
opportunity to contribute?) 

Chatbox – navigate to other pages and different shops  

Graphical Elements/Images 
(Description plus file name) 

Will have images to represent each shop  

Color Specs: Will have green/off-white/yellow coloring throughout the website 

Font Specs:  
Specific font is undecided but will be a sans-serif fontface, bold titles and 
regular text body. Maybe Verdana or something similar 

After providing the above information, provide a sketch of the page. 

 



 


